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Gator Farr Returns Tonight

The

Gator Farr will once again preach his "Gamecock sermon" tonight at 7:30 in the ampitheater.
The sermon has grown to be a tradition along with
the annilation of Gamecocks.
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Royal Knights
To Play For IFC

Homecoming Queen Crowned

Fraternities Plan Standing Room Left
For Big Weekend
Gamecock, Tiger Clash
With 'Combo'
Inter-Fraternity Council
will hold a dance after the
Carolina pep rally tonight
at the Clemson sub-area
USAR Center on the Anderson highway. The informal dance will be from
9 to 1.
Roj-al Knights, a rock and roll
combo, will play for the dance.
W. P. Thompson, agent for the
Knights, said that they will be
ready to kick of the Clemson-Carolina weekend in "what'll be a
real stompin' affair."
The Knights are composed of
piano, drum, guitar, saxophone
and four vocalists. Under the
leadership of Little Dave Smith
the group has toured throughout the southeast, playing in
many high school junior-seniors
and informal college dances.
"The pep rally tonight should
serve as a prelude to the atmosphere of our dance,'*' said Bill
Schachte, president of IFC.
"Favors of noise makers, confetti and hats will be issued at
the door in an effort to insure
the gaiety of the dance."
Tickets have been on sale all
week to members of Clemson's
seven fraternities and their guests.
The price of tickets is $3.00 a
couple.
(Continued on Page 7)

South Carolina's Oldest

Dr. Bell I. Wiley

Civil War Represents
Historical Turnpoint

Expects Record Crowd
The Clemson College athletic office announced Friday that all permanent seats for the Carolina game have
been sold and that 7000 general admission tickets will
be on sale Saturday morning at the field house from
8 A.M. to 1 P.M. These general admission tickets have
been on sale since last Saturday.
A contract called for USC to
get 12000 tickets in the original
split and that tickets still on hand
or unaccounted for be pooled together and split down the middle
between the two schools. Both
schools signed certified statements to the agreement. There
has been no indication as to how
many tickets each school sold.
The general admission tickets
Omicron Sorority, one of two
on sale will be good on the Clemson College sororities,
East bank only of Memorial named Judy DeLoach. arts and
Stadium and will accomodate sciences junior of Clemson, its
approximately 9000 to 10,000 per- president for the 1960-61 school
sons. The price of these tickets year, and at the same time,
will be S5.75. (Regular price). elected other officers.
There will be no special prices
Serving as vice-president and
for this game. This also means social chairman is Anne Sherman,
DO special prices for high school sophomore education
major
students.
from Clemson; Martha Embler,
Including the new west stands education sophomore of Anderson,
addition the stadium wiU hold ov- is secretary; and treasurer is
er 43,000 and with a possible 7,- Becky Epting, arts and sciences
000 more unreserved admissions junior from Clemson.
on the east side the total may exWilma Bonham. sophomore
ceed 50,000 fans. This in any case education major of Chesnee, was
wiU be the largest assemblage to elected reporter. The group also
view a football game in the state.
The athletic department has is- chose JEss Sue Brown of Anderson as their faculty advisor,
(Continued on Page 7)

Blue Key Plans
Dance Saturday
Dr. Bell I. Wiley, noted Civil War historian, stated
in his lecture in the college auditorium Monday that
the

Civil

War

was

without

question

the

most

dramatic and outstanding episode in the history of
this country.

Judges Award
Top Position
To ACS Entry

Omicron Picks
Judy DeLoach
New President

Miss Diane Taff receives her official crown as 1960 Clemson
Homecoming Queen during last week's game against North
Carolina. Miss Taff, a Myrtle Beach and statewide beauty,
was selected over some thirty other contestants at Friday
night's dance. Miss Taff and the other finalists were recognized at the game after riding onto the field on s gala float
made by Numeral Society. (Tiger Photo by Alex MeCormack.)

First prize for Homecoming
displays went to the American
Ceramic Society with a cash prize
of thirty dollars. Second and
third prizes were awarded to Iota
Lamba Sigma and American Society of Mechanic Engineers.
Second and third prizes carried
cash awards of twenty-five and
twenty dollars,
respectively.
These three winners were chosen
from a total of twenty entries.
At first twenty-three displays
were entered, but at ttoe last minute two failed to meet the deadline, one dropped out.
Judging was based upon three
items: public interest, originality and amount of work in(Continued on Page 7)

The speaker was introduced by
Dr. J. K. Williams, himself a historian of note. Dr. Williams seriously warned the audience that
in lecturing on the Civil War, Dr.
Wiley as a historian must not
take sides.
"Which means that Dr. Wiley
will be on the Confederate side."
Dr. Williams added with a
smile. Dr. Wiley is a native of
the Confederate part of Tennessee.
A member of the National Committee for the Observance of the
Centennial of the Civil war, Dr
Wiley stated reasons why Americans should commemorate the
war.
First of all it was an "all-American War." The issues, tie battle sites and the men fighting it
were Americans. Over seven million Americans a year today visit
the old battle sites, which have
become national monuments.
Leaders in the Civil War were
outstanding Americans of the
day. Dr. Wiley called General
(Continued on Page 8)

!!BEAT SOUTH CAROLINA!!

(DA Co-Sponsors
Traditional Event
For First Time
Clemson Chapter of Blue
Key will hold its traditional Clemson-Carolina weekend dance tomorrow evening from 8 to 12 p.m. in the
college dining halL CDA
for the first time is cosponsoring the dance.
Dick Harvin, president of CDA,
stated, "We urge as many students, faculty and alumni as possible to attend tomorrow's Blue
Key Dance. The dance provides
an excellent opportunity for the
students of the state's two great
schools to come together to improve the relationship between
these institutions."
B. S. Plair and his orchestra,
a group who has played for
fraternity parties in this area
as well as the Universities of
North Carolina, Duke and
South Carolina will provide the
music tomorrow evening.
The annual affair has previously been held Wednesday evening
before Big Thursday and was instigated by uie Blue Key chap-'
ters of both Clemson and South
Carolina in hopes of eliminating
vandalism on the two campuses.
.. Welcome Students
Dick welcomed the
Carolina
students as
he continued, "I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you into
(Continued on Page 7)
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Let's Tolk it Over

Saturday's Guests See
Clemson's Best Face

Tigerama Production Outcome To Stimulate Lack
Of Enthusiasm For Future Performances
Friday, November 4, 1960—Tigerama,
Clemson's all (?) student show, lived
again, but may have very well died on
the spot. What hag happened to its
original purpose as a production of the
entirety of Clemson student's is a question left to be answered.
This years skit participation was not
only disappointing but disheartening.
In the past there has been almost an
equal balance between acts and skits;
however, in Friday's production there
was only one of the latter. Certainly this
did not meet the needs of Tigerama and
must indicate a lack of initiative in many
of the newly formed clubs around the
campus.
Tigerama of 1960 did accomplish one
thing—that of killing any further interest of participation as for as clubs and
organizations around Clemson are concerned. The final decision of the judges
not only shunned one of the best skits
the show has ever seen but gave first
place award, much to the disappointment
of the audience, to one of the weakest
performances the program has ever had.
The audiences pick seemed to float to a
frustrating third.

It is not purpose of this article to humilate any group for the outcome of
Tigerama but try to point out mistakes
that might be considered in the future.
Foremost is the contrast between skits
and acts. Certainly they cannot be compared. If talent is to be the requirement
of an award then the Shakesperian
players would have a field day. How
many attend the student production to
see professional classics? Our opinion
of the show was that it was for fun and
fantasy—could this be wrong?
Evidently audience appeal and talent sometimes differ. Perhaps there
could be introduced some system where
the spectators could select the winner.
After all, they are the ones who really
foretell the program as a success or failure. Inspiration can also come from
losing.
So far we have deemed Tigerama a
failure. If it was, it was not' the fault
of those who went to considerable effort
to put it on. If you don't believe this,
then ask yourself what you did to make
Tigerama successful. Invariably the answer will probably be NOTHING.
RLB

Safe Driving During The 'Solid Saturday' Rush
Calls For Increased Caution On Part Of Students
With the biggest football game of the volved some of our student body in the
season set for tomorrow, most of the past years when so many of us made the
student body has, or by then will have, long journey to Columbia. This year
some means of transportation. More there is no long trip, so take your time.
cars will be on campus and in the sur- Drive Safety and enjoy Solid Saturday
rounding area than at any time this Again.
Tomorrow there will be a lot of peoschool year. This will be a time when
safety must be foremost in the minds of ple who have never been to our fair
campus before. For them it will be a
our students that are driving.
Safe driving can never be preached new revelation. The campus will be
too much. Last week, several of our fel- cleaned up for this game and will be
low students were involved in accidents putting its best foot forward. As stuthat resulted in financial loss and in dents we either will add to or detract
some minor injuries. This time we were from the beauty of our school by our appearance. No good comes from a bad
lucky, what about next time?
These accidents were not the result impression so this should be our time to
of drunkenness, but of carelessness. No shine in the eyes of our state's leaders.
one can afford to be careless when not The appearance of the school and the
only his life but the lives of others are 'student body as individuals we feel sure
at stake. We must remember also that will live up to the high standards Clemthis area around Clemson has many son is noted for, and that visitors will be
children and they are "prone" to get in looking for while at Clemson.
Personal grooming and dress are
traffic. Don't hit a child, you will never
only a minor part of good first impresforget it!
Carelessness is the worst reason other sion (one that will be continued in the
than drunkennesss from a wreck; there future) that will make tomorrow. "Acsimply is on logical reason for not being tions speak louder than words," is an
attentive and alert when you are driving. old saying but truth was never more
When you are not up to driving, find vividly expressed. Our actions will impress people more than any single
someone who is.
Accidents are one thing, wrecks are thing. Do not let the fever pitch of
another. An accident is unavoidable rivalry and high spirits cause us to do
and should not reflect on the driver as anything that will classify us as anyincompetent. A wreck caused by care- thing but Country Gentlemen.
Actions may speak louder than
lessness, drunkenness or any other reason
should reflect the incompetence of the words, but words are heard and call atdriver and he should be punished for his tention to actions. 'Our language will
label use as the type of individual we
neglect, state, etc.
For Solid Saturday, why could not speak like. Profanity and slander tothe student body make this a safe week- ward even a Gamecock is not necessary.
Again make it a point to welcome one
end on the highways? We have seen
the results of fast, inattentive, and un- Carolina student to Clemson and help
safe driving in the wrecks that have in- make Solid Saturday a reality!

Literary Guild Earns Deserved Praise
The Literary Guild really "did themselves proud" last week. They produced the most interesting and enjoyable
satire of their short career.
The Literary Guild has been in existence for only about a year, but already they have proved themselves.
They are a growing club with a great
future. The service to our school that
potentially is theirs is vast and should
be furthered. They provide a means by
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which the creative abilities of our students can be advanced and developed.
Many of our students are not even
aware that this organization is on campus. They are not a closed group, but
rather welcome any interested student
into their ranks. If you possess writing
ability and wish to be creative why not
find out more about the Literary Guild?
Information can be obtained from Student Affairs or here in The Tiger offices.
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By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
With Homecoming Weekend and Tigerama safely
behind us for awhile, we can look forward with great
expectation to that which is only a day in the future,
the first of what we hope will be many "Solid" Saturdays.
Clemson men should make this the time that we
show our academic inferiors from the
lower part of the state a true, living portrait of Clemson. They seem to have,
from the sound of the literature coming
from the biased and non-ethical pens of
Gamecock writers in Columbia, the mistaken idea that Clemson is nothing more
than a place where cows graze beside
dormitories, and everyone goes out to plow the fields
during their spare time.
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Let's show these persons with the distorted ideas
what Clemson is really like, starting tomorrow. With
such action, not only will the Tigers register another
victory over the Chickens, but our school will advance
in prestige as those who only know Clemson from
what they have read get a chance to see that the "Cow
College" is no more (if it ever existed.) They will sea
a great institution nestled in one of the most beautiful
locales in the nation, and not situated amid palls of
smoke and the bustle of city traffic.
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WEEK END.

One Mon's Opinion

'Solid Saturday' Heralds New
Era In Collegiate Understanding
Welcome to "Solid Saturday"! This Saturday begins a
new era of solidarity in the
state of South Carolina, and
among its colleges. It marks
the beginning of cooperation
and an end of
an old bygone
feud,
even
though there
will be those
who wish to
linger in the
past.
To understand
what "this solidarity" actually means, let us
examine its definition. Webster's defines solidarity as
being "An entire union of interests and responsibilities in
a group; community of interests, objectives, standards,
etc."
To see how well we will be
able to fulfill its meaning let
us examine the student* of
both colleges and the physical
or administrative part of both
schools.
There seems to be only one
difference in the two schools as
I see it. Carolina has a much
better social atmosphere, but
Clemson ha« a more unified
student body.
From the physical standpoint, both Carolina and
Clemson are supported by the
state and generally have the
same problem
of getting
enough appropriations from

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
the state to support an academic program of excellence.
Both are politically minded,
and therefore have about equal
influence in the legislature,
with Carolina having the edge
because of its very location and
the majors offered and the
professions of the majority of
the legislators.
Both schools are having
growing pains and are suffering in their academic program
from an understaffed and
underpaid. , faculty. Likewise,
both colleges have made tremendous strides in recent years
with increased efforts to provide the students of the state
with the best education with
the available resources.
What does the future hold
for the students, the colleges,
the state, if Solid Saturday
succeeds and fulfills all its
possibilities? The opportunities offered by this plan are
almost unlimited.
Can a state legislature deny
the impact, politically, of over
10,000 student* in both colleges? Can they ignore the
wishes of a unified effort of
both student bodies to improve
and obtain South Carolina's
educational system?
The cannot! The problem is
to unify the two student bodies
so that they can lead the colleges of the state to obtain
what is needed in the educational system, rather than
having money poured into

something that is politically
expedient or in something like
the "kickbacks".
Do state legislators realize
the influence a unified student
movement could have with
each county of the state represented at each school?
Likewise, do the students of
both colleges realize the opportunities involved in the cooperation between the two colleges? Do they also realize that
their influence should be made
fairly and in a just manner
and with due respect to all
persons involved?
Gentlemen, these are only a
few of the possibilities. It is
not the intent of this writer to
say we ought to overthrow the
state government, but we can
use our influence and make it
be felt so as to have a more
equitable dispersement of
funds to the educational purposes of this state. No politician has ever denied the wishes
of a powerful, influential and
just group.
Carolina and Clemson are
composed of students from the
state of South Carolina for the
most part and their prime interest is in the betterment of
themselves and the state in
which they live.
This is the challenge of the
sixties; this is the challenge of
colleges; this is the challenge
of the individual students. We
have the opportunity, let us
make use of it!

Talk Of The Town

Tigerama Presenis Spectacular
Flop To Thousands In Audience
Well, anyone who went to
last weeks farce, otherwise
known as Tigerama, saw what
will long be remembered as,
The Last Act. I don't know
how you feel about the way
things turned out, but after
talking to a number of people
about it, I am convinced that
the (sic) pagent should be discontinued or moved to another
more appropriate time of the
year.
To begin with, the sound left
something to be desired. From
where I sat all I could hear was
a continuous up and down
sound. The person who was operating the dials that controlled the sound must have had
St. Vitus's dance of the fingers. He managed to louse up
the Tigertones' performance
enough to cause me to think
that they were a group of Banshees with their noses caught
in an IBM punch card machine.
Next, the lighting was about
as good off as it was on. I was
quite unable to tell which sex
I was watching on the stage. I
have heard that there was a
lighting program worked out,
but it was not followed one
watt Why, if someone goes to
the trouble of working out the
proper effects, should the audience be subjected to the amateurish efforts of some frustrated stage hand. I had
enough trouble seeing when
the light was white, but when
the extra colors were thrown
in, well you saw it, everything
in passionate pink.
Now, we get to the talent.

By T. C. WHEELER
This years production seemed
to me to be nothing but a last
minute fill in before the fireworks. The Howard skit was
good, but too long. The Naturals sounded like a herd of sick
cows. I'm sorry boys but that is
what you sounded like to me.
Your sound will never sell until
you learn to stay on key. The
twirling act was good but
short, and here the sound was
messed up again. The Tigertones were very good, but it
was too long. The clown act
was too short, but I hear this
was due to non-cooperation of
the lighting experts.
I am sure you all disagreed
with the judges when the winners were announced. I tried to
disagree with them myself as I
was sitting very near them in
the stands and could not help
overhearing what went on. If
you want the whole story, you
will have to see me in person
as it is to much to put into
print.
Now we take up the subject
of the fireworks. I don't know
if the planners of this little
pagent know it or not, but the
only reason there was such a
large crowd on hand was to
see the fireworks. People Will
travel for miles to see a good
fireworks show. There is something about fireworks that
makes people feel good. This is
why there was a good crowd
last Friday.
I attended the fiasco with
friends from Walhalla and
Charleston. They came only to
see the much lauded display of
pyrotechnics, but were disappointed when they did not

come up to last years show. I
was also very much grieved to
see that the display was not as
good as last years.
I guess it is now time to give
my opinion as to what should
be done with Tigerama, or
Tigeramer as it was called last
Friday by the announcer.
First, move it to sometime in
the spring when the weather
is a little warmer. Second,
pick up with more skits put on
by non-professionals. Thirdly,
bring in more talent from the
surrounding area. If the powers that be would see their way
clear to do these things, maybe
Tigerama would be able to
stand on its own two feet. You
would not have to present a
fireworks display to draw a
crowd.
As things stand now, I doubt
that the Tigerama committee
will be able to rustle up enough
talent next year to put on a
one act play that will last more
than one minute. The way the
prises were handed out will
keep many from entering the
competition.
Just for a change of pace, I
would like to congratulate SKE
on their project out on the
bumming line. The signs were
a much needed thing for the
students who do a lot of bumming. I hope now that the students will use the signs to their
advantage. One possible
change could be that you move
them a little closer to the library as I have heard that
some of the boys hate to walk
more than ten feet further
than they have to.

But alas, all of this can be ruined should the student body, through some thoughtless act, be discredited in the eyes of our visitors. Death Valley will
be full to overflowing on Saturday afternoon with the
largest crowd ever to witness a football game in this
state. Will incidents such as those that have marred
the games in Columbia be in evidence, or will we behave as true Country Gentlemen?
Carolina gets great pleasure out of playing up in
great detail all of the incidents started, as they say,
by Clemson men in years past. Now that we have
them on our home ground, let's see that anything of
the type that has been mentioned is written about
Carolina, not us. Not that Clemson men will take to
the hills without retalitory action should the honor of
our alma mater be violated, as those who call themselves Men Of Carolina have done in the past. Let'*
be true Country Gentlemen, and it is certain that our
guests will go home with nothing but respect for
Clemson and its students.

Suggests Changes In Attire
While on the subject of Country Gentlemen, a
word of suggestion to those who are in charge of the
attire of our official Country Gentleman. It has been
suggested that our Gentleman looks too much like the
Wake Forest Demon Deacon, and that something
ought to be done about correcting this situation. The
problem has been, how to change him without losing
the impression of a Country Gentleman from the
South. There are two possible solutions this writer
would like to offer, either seeming to be adequate, de-'
pending upon the objective the cheerleaders wish to
accomplish.
First, change the attire from evening to morning
formal dress. By this, the writer means striped
formal pants, full instead of bow tie, the tie being set
off with a large stickpjn, add a suitable formal shirt
to go with this change in tie and let the rest of the outfit remain the same. This would even be more appropriate than the outfit now being worn for early
afternoon games.
If this is not quite what the cheerleaders desire,
why not make the outfit similar to that of the Southern
"Colonel"? There seems to be little need to describe
this, since everyone knows this outfit fairly well. It
certainly conveys the meaning of a Country Gentleman at first glance to everyone. Just a couple of suggestions that may pass unnoticed, but which we feel
should be considered for the sake of originality in the
name of Clemson.
The elections are over, and we hope that all differences have been buried, but not in the manner suggested in last week's Literary Supplement! Nevertheless, some of the tactics employed during the campaign
by a certain area newspaper are not to be condoned.
Unless we are badly informed, a newspaper is supposed
to report the true news on the pages set aside for that
purpose and may support a candidate in its editorials.
This has not been the case with the mentioned sheet.
It has deliberately stated many things about the
candidates which it did not favor that were very misleading, and this we feel is not only poor journalism,
but is deceiving the public. Never again does this
writer ever hope to see such a thing repeated; where
certain news is withheld because it is not in favor of a
paper's candidates, while other news that slams the opposition is printed in bold type! Is this the so-called
"American Way"?
It is said that in an election such as the one we
have just been through that somebody has to lose.
This writer does not feel that such was the case at
Clemson. The interest generated by t"he campaign has
resulted in a much better informed student body, both
from the standpoint of knowledge of the candidate
and a general better understanding of how a campaign
and election operate. We just hope that some of this
interest carries over to student body elections in the
far- off spring.
Somehow we feel that it will, but without the mild
mud-slinging that has marred the national campaign.
Along this line of thinking we are reminded of a statement found in a "We Don't Like Anybody" type newssheet from the neighboring state of Georgia. It seems
to express the feelings of many "I don't care" voters.
"Remember, a vote for the lesser of two evils is still
a vote for evil." There might be more truth in that
statement than the editors realize.
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Newly Formed Married Student's Association
Takes Active Part In College Undertakings
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PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

By Warnie

....AND MY CLASS HAS BECOME
UNUSUALLY FAST IN HANDLING
THE SLIDE RULE I

By TOM FINCHEB
Meetings of the association are married students attending Clemheld on bi-weekly Tuesday
at son, the Married Student AssoTiger Feature Writer
ciation
will have
an im6:30
p.
m.
in
the
Clemson
The fledgling Married Student's
portant part in the future growth
House.
Meetings
are
governed
by
Association at Clemson is off to
of our college.
a big start. In a recent letter parlimentary procedure.
Beat Carolina —
With
the
increasing
influx
of
to president Gene Rishel, Dean
Armstrong fully recognized the
Association and commended it for
I Tigerama Views
the initiative shown in their many
undertakings.
The officers are, President,
Gene Rishel; Vice President,
By BOBBY FERRELL
Gary Boggs; Secretary, George
Tiger Feature Writer
Morton; Treasurer, Ed Dalton;
Disciplinarian, Gene Jeffcoat and
Question of the week: "What was your personal
Parlimentarian, Pat Corbitt. The opinion of the production of Tigerama as presented
faculty advisor is Dr. Vernon E.
last week. If you have seen some of the other past
Cook.
productions, how did this one compare with them?"
Although they are first and
I enjoyed Tigerama. It was a very good show and
foremost men with growing families, the members try to take I thought all the skits were carried out very well.
By ZIP GRANT
week-end in the largest assem- ternity Council's college-sanctonan active part in school programs As usual, the fireworks display was spectacular. I
Tiger Feature Writer
blage for a collegiate function ed dances and will possibly esand projects. One of the memtablish a lasting and growing
think there should have been a little more thought be- Clouds of anticipation have been in the history of the state.
bers, Carl Larrimore is the oritradition.
Previously,
students
of
the
forming
over
Clemson
for
the
ginator of "Hey Days" which is hind the judging.
past few weeks, growing larger two schools went home during
And tomorrow night the Blue
TRACY FERGUSON '62
destined to become another Clemas Big Saturday grew nearer. the Big Thursday holidays and, Key-CDA dance will climax
a
son tradition. A major project
The most notable thing I noticed, besides the im And now, this highlight of the thus, partying was limited be- great week-end with a great comfor the Association just completfootball season, and of first se- cause students were anxious to bo. Little is known at Clemson
ed has been the build-up and re- proved sound system, was the vast improvement in mester, is here.
get back to their girls, families, about B. S. Plair, but I predict
pair of Children's playgrounds programming. The entertainment offered this year
a lot will be known about him
Big Saturday is threatening etc. But not this week-end.
around the campus.
was much of a greater variety than before, making it
On tap are two big dances, the after this week-end.
to overshadow Homecoming by
The Married students also had more enjoyable for the public as well as the students.
precipitating more parties and football game, and many drop- Plair combines rhythm
and
a part in the success of TigerRICHARD MATTHEWS '63
social functions than was evi- ins, parties, and drop-outs. The blues with slow beach-type rock
ama as they eagerly responded
denced at Homecoming.
Royal Knights blast off tonight at and roll to produce some of the
I think Tigerama was better this year because
to a call for ushers. Another imnine with the IPC sponsored best dancing music available. The
A
Roman
Holiday
called
Big
portant project is underway conof the improved sound system and better lighting.
dance to set the style for the students are expected to raise a
Saturday
will
stand
unique
among
cerning voting privileges of colThe skits were the same, but the fireworks were
many big occasions at Clemson. week-end.
little sand, but there is no fear
lege students. The members are
worth a quarter.
Students from the state's two lar- This strictly rock-type combo that anything will get out of hand
contacting various men in the
gest institutions will meet tills will inaugurate The Inter Fra- because the CDA will be in conBILL YATES '62
legislature trying to get voting
********* *******************
rights as do ministers, teachers
Tigerama is in its beginning years at Clemson. It
and others as for residence time
7
can be a great asset if it is handled in the right way. I
is concerned.
believe, that in the past and present, it is being handled
The promotion of good relations
by Clemson to other areas has as well as possible. It will (in my opinion) be a better
not been overlooked either. An program when there is more participation from indi
invitation from the Clemson Mar- viduals and organizations. Also, I believe, it will be
ried Students to their Carolina improved when the acts reach the excellence of the
counterparts has been extended,
requesting names of couples there fireworks display.
PAUL GOODSON '63
who do not have a place to stay
tonight before the game. The
Tigerama was not exactly what it was built up to
Clemson members will open their
be,
but there was a big improvement in the sound
doors as far as possible to accommodate the visitors. The move system and lighting.
has been tabbed by leaders at
JIM WEBER '62
both schools as another step forI think that Tigerama is fastly building up to
ward in better relations between
something that will be a big part in Clemson traClemson and Carolina.
dition. There was a great deal of variety and the
The married students are also
fireworks display was tremendous. I think it is
productive in other ways. Of the
seventeen dues paid members
definitely worth a quarter.
eleven are fathers represents by
DAVID COX '62
a total of fifteen children. Fifteen
I
think
that
overall
Tigerama
'60 was improved
of the wives are of the working
variety, nine employed by the excluding the judging of the skits.
college. There are seven veterans
JAME KIZER '61
included, too,
All I can remember is the fireworks and they
The MSA does not neglect the haven't stopped yet. I know something was wrong
social aspects of life either. They when I noticed everybody was sitting on the other side. If the goings on of last weekend are any indication of the things to come, then the scene
above will be duplicated many times over today and tomorrow. All the cheer that goes on
are planning a big informal HarSTEVE OLSON '64
at Clemson won't be imported as that shown aover, since most of it will come from Tiger fans
vest Ball tonight at the Seneca
NG Armory. All married students
Why am I always late?' Most of the show was over as they come to watch the team take another one from the Chickens! (Tiger photo by Alex
and others are invited to attend when my date and I arrived, but we did get to see the McCormack)
Wayne Rutledge and his band
fireworks, or something that looked like fireworks.
from Greenville will be featur
Tri Chi To Sponsor
Being such an ardent admirer of Frank Howard and
ed.
the fraternity that put on the skit about his show, I Game Corsage Sales
Tri Chi Sorority will sponsor the
really wanted to see that one, but I guess you can't have sale of Clemson corsages this
your cake and eat it too!
weekend at the Carolina game.
The corsages, $1.50 apiece, will
FRED BISHOP '62
COLLEGE AVENUE
be on sale at the loggia, field
— Beat Carolina —
house, Clemson House, and near
Phone OL 4-2011
the gates of the stadium.

Students Speak

Big Saturday Is First Semester's Highlight

'After The Ball

Take me
to your
Esterbrook
dealer!

Clemson Theatre

Bring Your Dance Date

FRI. & SAT.
NOV. 11 & 12
Walt Disneys'
II

Jungle Cat

— TO THE —
II

Technicolor
FRI. NIGHT
LATE SHOW - 10:30
Belinda Lee In

"She Walks
1
By Nightin
SUN. & MON.
NOV. 13 & 14
Steve Reeves In
//

HOLLY HILL INN
One Minute Drive From The
U. S. Army Reserve Center
EXCELLENT FOOD
D-141

REASONABLE PRICE
S-30

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

In Color

For Oconee's Finest Food

TUES. - NOV. 15

— AND —

"Swan Lake"

Fastest & Courteous Service

WED. - NOV. 16
Molly Bee In

"Chartroose
Caboose"

filling

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

The Last Days
Of Pompeii"

Maya Plisetskaya

efresh
Rwithout

TIME DRIVE-IN
Phone: TU 2-3002
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

The Esterbrook Classic is only $2.95 and great
for class notes. It starts to write as soon as you do
... with that amazing new miracle discovery—ink!
Feels just right in the hand, too-not fat, not thin,
looks good, too! Colors? There's a veritable rainbow to choose from. Pick your favorite of six colors. Why not today? No space ship needed. Just
zero in on your Esterbrook dealer.

Anderson Highway — Clemson, S. C.
Phone OL 4-5695
Tom Reid, Distributor

BOATS
•
MERCURY
MOTORS
•
FISHING
EQUIPMENT

FUEL OIL
KEROSENE
•
OUTBOARD
MOTOR OIL
•
FUEL OIL TANKS
AND STANDS
•
SACK COAL

This week-end will see the
arrival of many poorly educated and definitely unenlightened fugitives from the society
world of Gamecock U on our
campus. Students must remember that what they do this
week-end may influence Carolina students for better or for
worse so it goes without saying
that Clemson Gentlemen
is
our name.
Last week-end saw two of the
most successful dances in Clemson's long history. The weather
was perfect for a dance weekend and the Drifters and Maltby
were in top form. .
On Friday night, there were
so many people that came to our
inadequate dance hall that the
CDA sold completely out of tickets and used tickets from previous dances as substitutes. That's
a lot of people.
Although the dance on Saturday night was not as well attended, it was a very successful dance. As said before, it was
a very good balance of dances.
Students are reminded of the
ruling that traffic will be routed
to stadium parking lot after 10:00

a. m. tomorrow. This is necessary because of the large overflow
of traffic.
Have you thought of where you
and your date will eat lunch tomorrow?
— Beat Carolina —

iT

CHECKED SPORTCOAT
IN BOLT AND
SUBDUED PLAIDS

from $45.00

Hud} Wttamt
224 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

OaCanps

with •
MKMnan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

A MODEST PROPOSAL
A movement is afoot—a shocking, startling movement—to
solve the problem of overcrowded colleges by the simple expedient of refusing admission to women at coeducational schools!
It is argued by proponents of this plan that in today's world
a college education is absolutely essential for a man, while for
a woman it is merely a pleasant interlude between adolescence
and housewifery. There is simply not room enough for both men
and women in our overburdened colleges- therefore, in all fairness, women who have far less need of a degree than men, must
yield their places.
Well sir, when I heard this drastic proposal, I was so shocked
that I sat right down and lit a Marlboro. I always sit right down
and light a Marlboro when I am shocked. I also always sit right
down and light a Marlboro when I am not shocked. There is
no time, no condition, no mood, no estate when it isn't a source
of soul-deep gratification to settle back and have a full-flavored
smoke—Marlboro, the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste
—Marlboro, the jewel of cigarettes—Marlboro, the pinnacle of
the tobacconist's art—Marlboro, my comfort, haven, and snug
harbor.
Well sir, I sat smoking my Marlboro and thinking over the
shocking proposal to keep women out of coed schools, and hoping
fervently that another solution can be found. If the calamitous
day ever comes when women are banned from coed colleges, I
will gnash my teeth and rend my garments and take to my bed
without supper. Like any other Marlboro man, I love women.
I love the sight and sound of them, the cut of their jibs, their
beauty and grace, their cunning little spitcurls, their sleek
dimples, their middy blouses, their aura and effluvium. Moreover, I freely admit that when it comes to brainpower, they can
give the average man cards and spades and big casino too. It
would be a shame, a disgrace and a catastrophe to keep these
beautiful, intelligent creatures out of college.
However, it is always wise in time of fair weather to prepare
for foul. What if the advocates of keeping women out of college
begin to gather strength? We who abhor this fiendish plan must
be ready with a substitute ... and it just so happens I have
one—and a mighty ingenious little plan it is, if I say so myself.
Granted that classroom seats are in short supply, and granted
that men need degrees more than women, it is still not necessary
to bar women from college. Let them go to college but—here ii
the beauty part of my plan—don't let them go to chssf

Attention earthlings! The word is getting around!
Esterbrook Fountain Pens are out of this world!
With 32 custom-fitted pen points there's an Esterbrook to fit any writing personality—star-struck or
earth-bound.

Entering Seneca On Your Right

TIGER OIL & BOAT CO., INC.

WHITEHOUSE

trol of the dance as always.

THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

Sbteikocli%nt>
.T.M. The Esterbrook P«i Co.

refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

*2.95
Other Esterbrook
pens from $1.86

* J&Kft M£@/4!l&tf$K«.
This solution, it seems to me, answers every requirement. It
releases hundreds of thousands of classroom seats to needy males.
At the same time, it does not deprive women of the rich and
varied benefits of campus life.They can join sororities, shoot pool
at the Union, build bonfires for Homecoming games, pour at the
Dean's tea, plait daisies in their hair, organize drag races, sculpt
in ice, hook rugs, walk their cheetahs, play Monopoly, find love
—in short, they can do anything except go to class.
Tell the truth, girls: Is that bad?
) 1960 Max Shulm.B

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32-ONE IS CUSTOM-FITTED FOR YOU!

/
j&dtiiQPsUo{u(Jy^mr to^^

Classroom space is short, but smoking pleasure is in abundant supply. Try Marlboros—or Marlboro's unaltered sister
cigarette—mild, flavorful Philip Morris, now available in
regular size or the sensational new king-size Commander*
Have a Commander—welcome aboard!

■a
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'Gator' Farr Preaches Funeral Of Gamecock
Undergarment Section Of
Sears '60 Catalog Is Text
By ROBERT BERGER
Tiger Sports Writer
"Gator" Farr returns to Clemson this Friday to bury the "damn
chicken." This event will "kick
off" the fun-filled weekend. "Gator" Farr's Solid Saturday sermon will be an unforgetable event
in the minds of our students.
Frank B. Farr, known to all
Clemson men as "Gator", graduated from Clemson in 1930,
and he has been one of its most
avid supporters ever since.
While at Clemson, as one of
this institution's most outstanding students, he was a member of the cheering squad; and
the organizer, as well as the
first leader, of the now wellknown Senior Platoon.

•

•••■A:**************

Deacon Farr

"Gator"
attended Clemson held this Friday night in the
when it was at the height of its amphi-theater. The cremation of
military standing, and he knows our fine feathered friend will
the old Clemson as well as any- take place afterwards.
one around. His senior year he
Each year the text has been
made the rank of Colonel of the taken from the "ladies underClemson College Cadet Corp — garment section of the latest
which was the highest position on edition of the Sears Roebuck
the campus at that time.
catalog," and is sure to be
In 1941 and 1942 he again re- tops this year. Approximately
turned to Clemson as an in- six thousand fans will cram the
structor on the military staff. amphi-theater to hear his first
Before he left military service, "Solid Saturday Sermon." "Gahe attained the rank of Major. tor" states, "I am looking forHis stomping grounds are now ward to seeing all of you and
in Groveland, Florida, where Clemson once again. I will try
to bury that infernal chicken so
he teaches and is a principal.
Each year he returns to per- that he will not rise again."
form the immortal last rites for People from all out-lying areas
that ole coccky-doodle-doo." The will come to help the Tigers on
annual funeral service will be the
pre-celebration over the
Gamecocks. Head Cheerleader
Joe Bagwell states, "Let's really
support 'Gator' and the Tigers in
tliis first 'Solid Saturday' pep
rally. This is one rally that no
one from Clemson or its surrounding area will want to miss."
As in the past, the freshmen
should falter. Speight Bird and
Dave Wallace, a pair of 67" pi will attend the rally with a
votmen will form the reserve fine coat of mixed paints on
their faces, artistically drawn
core for the big men.
Bill Bonzulak, Chuck Narvin, by the upperclassmen. The
and Carl Ward, are all speedy freshmen, who must supply the
guards, and will back up the reg- paint for their faces, will get
ulars. Larry Seitz and Mike Bo- more paint from the flag pole Deacon "Gator" Farr is shown in the process of conducting
honak, a transfer from the foot- at the end of the pep rally to the last rites of that "damn chicken" from the speaker's
stand in the amphitheater.
ball team, seem capable of play- the tune of Tiger Rag. The rats
who
of
course
will
be
able
to
ing ball at the forward position.
remove their hats Saturday afFreshmen coach Bobby Robter the game, are given the
erts has the tallest squad to
work with that has ever been at pleasure of beating the drum
until 12:00 noon on Saturday.
Clemson. It includes three '6'8"
The rats should see that no
"big men" who can really clear
pesky
Birds from Columbia get
the boards. It also has several here to
paint any part of the Intramural touch football enter- County 26, C6 0; Delta Phi Kappa
fine guards who can knock the
campus
—
if they are lucky ed its home stretch of round 7, 8th Barracks 0; E5 12, F3 6;
bottom of the bucket out from
enough to do so, we want them robin play this week as only 41 Sigma Kappa Epsilon 32, 7th Bar30 feet on in.
caught so they can remove their games remained to be played. racks East 6; B6 20, Barnwell
Donnie Mahaffey, Tommy's lit- unhandy work. Clemson men are Barring bad weather the final County 6; Kappa Sigma Nu 6,
tle brother, is 6'8" and has all gentlemen, and any display of league games are scheduled for 8th Barracks Basement 0; and
the equipment to be a star. His vandalism on any other campus- November 16 with playoffs begin- F4 21, E6 7.
fine hook shot, soft tap-ins, and es are forbidden.
ning the following Monday, Nov. Wednesday's results were: F5
rebounding ability should be a
After "Gator's" eulogy, the 21.
7, Newman Club 6; C8 13, D6 6;
thorn in the side for Clemson's infamous Bird's effigy will be
Abbeville
County 34, C5 7; DF6
The
tennis
program
has
passopponents the next four seasons. carried in a "borrowed" coffin
ed the difficult first round 1, Phi Kappa Delta 0 (Montana
Clemson's other two big men from Boston College—which we
are Manning Privette and got after our victory from stage. Thursday the number of playoff); CSRA 12, E4 0; D4 13,
participants had been reduced 8th Barracks West 7; and Union
Woody Morgan, who were high them in the 1940 Cotton Bowl
school teammates at Hartsville, to the parking lot where he will to 32 out of a starting field of County 6. EDS 2.
With these results the varS. C. With these three "giants" be cremated to the everlasting 58. A rapid conclusion of the
second round will enable the ious league fights shaped up
in the game, the freshmen joy of all Clemson men.
program to be completed be- thusly. In league 1 Chester
should grab their share of reTo miss the first Solid Saturfore
Thanksgiving.
County and Delta Phi Kappa
bounds.
day pep rally and last rites of
Results
of last week's football reached their showdown game
Him Brennan of McKeesport, the "defunct chicken" by "GaPa. is a fine dribbler and ball- tor" Farr will be missing one of play saw all of Monday's games each with 4-0 records. The winhandler who will be the team's the true and living traditions that rained out and rescheduled for ner of this game will represent
playmaker. He drives hard for have been left to Clemson, so be this Monday. Hence many teams the league in the playoffs. In
layups and can fire in jump there to support one of the many were forced for the first time to league 2, Abbeville County has
shots from all angles. Richard things for which Clemson stands. play two games in one week. to win from Phi Kappa Delta
(Continued on Page 5)
Tuesday's results were: Chester
— Beat Carolina —
(Continued on Page 6)

Roundhdlers Have Tallest
Squad En Clemson History
By TOMMY RISHER
Tiger Sports Writer
Coaches Press Maravich and
Bobby Roberts led 22 freshmen
and varsity basketball prospects
through their first drill on Octo
ber 15 to begin preparation for
the 1960-61 season. There are 13
members present from last years
varsity and freshman teams.
Leading the returnees is Choppy Patterson, a 6 foot guard
who last year as a sophomore
led the Tigers in' scoring and
made the all ACC team. He is
a fancy ball-handler with a soft,
jump shot and should again
reap many post-season honors.
Bill Warren will return after
bohunking a year due to a broken arm. His driving layups and
long jumpshots should add punch
to the Tiger attack. Ed Krajack,
a senior ballhawk who was a regular last year, will be back to
man one of the forward positions.
He is the best defensive player
on the squad and is a consistent
scorer.
Another returning starter is
Tommy Mahaffey a 6 foot 8
inch junior from LaGrange Georgia. He was the team's leading rebounder last year, and
much of this burden will again
fall on him. He will be assisted in keeping up with the conference big men by Earle Maxwell, a 6' 8" senior from Greenville, S. C.
Bob Benson, a rough 6' 2" guard
who lettered last year will be
back to help at any position that

Mural Touch Football
Enters Home Stretch

After Seven Games

Shingler And McGuirt
Lead Statistics Race
With the release of the Clem'
son team statistics one finds the
leaders of last week still holding
their respective categories. With
the completion of seven games
the record books show several
categories still open for a shuffling of the leaders.
In total offense Lowndes
Shingler still leads the Tigers
with Joe Anderson and Bill
McGuirt fighting a close battle
for second honors. Following
them Matthews and Pavilack
are separated by only 25 yards.
Rushing finds Bill McGuirt, last
week's ACC rushing leader, still
leading the Tigers with 202 yards.
He is closely followed by Shingler and Matthews though, with
Pavilack,
Glaze and
Scrudato bunched together. Looking at
the rushing averages finds Matthews leading with Shingler and
Pavilack closely following.
The passing department finds
Shingler leading the team and

Anderson Goff and Heilig following in that order.
On the receiving end of the
passes Pavilack leads the team
with the total yards but fourth
in the average per pass. Gary
Barnes is second in total pass
yardage and first in the average. Sam Anderson now is third
in total yardage and second
in yards per pass with King
fourth in total yards and third
in averages.
Scoring finds Bill McGuirt way
out in front of the Tigers having
a total of 48 points. His closest
teammate in this category is
Armstrong with 21 and Shingler
very close to him with 18 points.
Matthews leads in both punt returns and kickoff returns with
Coleman second in the former
and Pavilack second in the latter.
One very bright category is first
downs with Clemson having 89 to
their opponents only having 44.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco
'

^.

FRESHER!
Wo spills,

\
"\

whtn you tilljusfdipin!

Borden's Ice Cream Co.
Qoontr or Later
Your Favorite Tobacco!

"If It's Borden's, It's Got To Be Good" - - Get Yours At The Clemson College Canteen
711 West Washington Street

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Clemson's opponents have a
slight edge in the kickoff return category with the Tiger*
having a 17.1 average and their
opponents sporting a 22.3 average. Leading the Tigers in the
interception department are
Wendall Black and Coleman
Glaze. Black has intercepted
two for a 25 yard average while Glaze has snagged one for a 41
ward tally.
Clemson has intercepted a total
of eight passes for 160 yards with
an average of 20 yards while
their opponents have an average
of 8.6 yards. So far this season
the Bengals have fumbled
21
times and lost 9 of these while
their opponents have fumbled 7
times and lost only three.
— Beat Carolina —

This protective aluminum foil pouch keeps
famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher
than old-fashioned tin cans. The sturdy
pouch is triple laminated. Carries flat. Sir
Walter Raleigh is choice Kentucky burley—
extra aged! Try it.
SMELLS GRAND - PACKS RIGHT!
SMOKES SWEET —CAN'T BITE!
BROWN k WILLIAMSON TOSAOCO COMOftATION I

r TH£ MAWt OFQOALIT* 1M TOBACCO PftOtWCM

These ace the sivex wing* of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
fe the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is retpttred; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
to he can better handle the responsibiitties of bis position. This includes fuH pay and allowances
wMe taking off-duty coarses an>
der the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of ail tnition^osts.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degtee in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary dwty at the
school of Ins choice.
If yoa think yon hare what k
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see yoor
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and man this coupon.
There's a phee far t»momm*$
kaderstH the
~T ~T •f'l
Aerospace Team. I
^^

Air Force
BAH THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INfORMATW*
DEPT. SCLOll

BOX 7608, WASHHMMN 4, 0. C.
I am between 19 and 25V4, a ettlzei
of the U. S. am) a high school graduate
with
years of college. Ptease
send me detailed Information on the
Afr Force Aviation Cadet program.
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24-0 Rout

We Pick 'Em

Joe Sneaks Through

Tigers Trounce Tars
To End Losing Streak

STEPP

Anderson's 11 yard pass to King
and Anderson's 13 yard end run.
McGuirt scores from the one
and Armstrong makes the score
2-1-0.
Armstrong kicked off and North
Carolina mounted its biggest
drive of the game. They marched from their own 33 to the Clemson 20, where Farris was dropped
for a loss on fourth down. The
Tigers took over and marched
to the
N. C. 8
where a
penalty stopped them.
North
Carolina punted and Clemson took
over on its own 30.
With Goff and Helig leading
the way the Tigers moved to
the North Carolina 27 where
an Armstrong field goal makes
the score 24-0. Both teams had
another crack at the ball, but
neither could muster a drive
and the final score read Clemson 24, North Carolina 0.
Clemson gained 268 yards rushing and 121 yards passing for a
total of 389 yards. North Carolina had a total of only 146 yards
total offense. The Tigers had 24
first downs to 12 for North Carolina. Shingler gained 77 yards
rushing to lead both teams and
passed for 97 yards.
— Beat Carolina —

COLUMBIAINTERVIEW DATE:
FRI., NOV. 18, 1960

SOUTHERN
Chemical
Corporation
Opportunities available in six
plants: New Martinsville, W. Va.,
Barberton, O., Lake Charles, La.,
Corpus Christi, Tex., Bartlett,
Calif., and Beauharnois, Quebec,
Canada.
Producers of heavy industrial
chemicals: soda ash, chlorine,
caustic soda,
anhydrous ammonia,
titanium tetrachloride,
and other chlorinated products.
Research, analytical, plant problems, supervision, design, maintenance, plant layout, and standard procedure opportunities open
for men in these categories:
BS, MS, PhD Chemists; BS, MS
Chemical Engineers;
BS, MS,
Electrical & Mechanical Engineers; BS Industrial Engineers.

two top grade sectional players
and two high ranking state players. Heading the list is Doug Steward of Anniston, Alabama. Steward has won many Southern
junior titles including the interscholastic where he defeated his
future
teammate
at
Clemson, Malloy Evans. Doug was
the number two junior player in
the south last year.
Evans, already mentioned, is
the current state junior champion.
He was also runnerup to
Bob
Burns in the men's singles competition in Columbia this past
summer.
His
sectional rating should hop up a notch or two
on the basis of his showings in
the past season's tournaments. He
is currently rated number eight.
Malloy is from Belton, South Carolina.
Dick Pregnall, from Walterboro, South Carolina, should be
a real tough third man on the
frosh team. He was rated fourth
in the high school state tennis
meet at Furman last
May.
Dick was on the tournament
circuit during the summer and
should have profited from this
experience. Pregnall will
be
the team's only southpaw.
Fred Craft should add some
strength down the line. Fred also
ranks among the best junior players in South Carolina. He, like
Pregnall and Evans, was on the
tournament circuit last summer.
Craft is from Columbia.
In doubles, Pregnall and Craft
teamed for the best doubles team
in the state and one of the best
in the South while in high school.
This should be the event where
(Continued on Page 7)

WILLIMON

GUMULA

RISHER

Clemson
Furman

Clemson
Furman
Maryland
Duke
N. C. State

Clemson
Richmond
Duke
N. C. State

VPI

VPI

Minnesota
Iowa
Army
Penn State
Navy
Mississippi
Mich. State
Ga. Tech
Kentucky
Texas
Syracuse
Auburn
Kansas
Missouri

Army
Penn State
Virginia
Mississippi
Mich. State
Ga. Tech
Kentucky
Texas
Colgate
Auburn

UNC

UNC

N. C. State
Minnesota
Iowa
Army
Penn State
Navy
Tennessee
N'western
Alabama
Kentucky
Texas
Syracuse
Auburn

Duke
N. C. State
G. Washington
Minnesota
Ohio State
Pittsburgh
Penn State
Navy
Tennessee
N'western
Alabama
Kentucky
Texas
Syracuse
Georgia
Kansas
Missouri

Tiger second string quarterback Joe Anderson is seen .as he
scored Clemson's second touchdown in the 24-0 stomping of
North Carolina The TD concluded a 23 yard run by Anderson. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack)

Execution In
'Death Valley'

b-

TIGER
MEAT
U5.6

wT. Rejected

MURAL
(Continued from Page 4)
for tbeir championship unless
DF6 should lose to E4.
In league 3, play has been
hampered by postponements and
three teams,
Chester County,
ED 4, and Delta Kappa Alpha,
are still in the running although
the fraternity boys cannot lose
again and retain a chance. In
league 4, the F4 News could
cinch a tie by defeating Kappa
Delta Chi this week.
In league 5, Kappa Sigma Nu,
by defeating the Newman Club
next Tuesday, will don the
crown. In league 6, Sigma Kappa Epsilon has only to whip
winiess E6 for the honors. The
same situation prevails in league 7 where Union County
needs a win from lowly 8th
Barracks West to complete a
perfect league season. In league 8, E3 and B8 have perfect
records with a head-on clash
coming up on Monday.
Pairings for the championship
tournament have not been decided by the 8 entrants as of this
time but they will provide for a
perfect three-day
tournament.
Pour games will be played the
first day, two the second and
then the championship contest.
Fifteen gold medallions with the
Clemson seal and engravings are
the winner's awards.
— Beat Carolina —

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM
Snavely
Stepp
Gumula
Willimon _

101-40 Risher
98-43
Craft
93-48
93-48 Pighead

84-57
83-58
56-85

This week in ACC action the
Duke Blue Devils, although not
playing an ACC game, retained a
firm hold on first place with a
1.000 percentage in play. N. C.
State, waiting for Duke to make a
mistake in ACC competition, holds
second place with .4 wins and 1
loss for an .800 percentage.
Both N. C. State and Duke
have practically cinched their
respective holdings In the battle
for ACC supremacy. The conference teams then follow with
Maryland and Clemson tied for
third and Wake Forest, South
Carolina, Virginia and North
Carolina following in that order.
Duke's Blue Devils came back
Saturday after half time to break
Navy's 10-0 lead and drive ahead
to a 19-10 victory. It wasn't until
the third period that Duke was
able to score against Navy's line.
Picking up a Navy fumble, Duke
pushed 59 yards with fullback
Dave Burch crashing over for the
first score. Walt Rappold then
fired a two-point conversion pass.
The score now stood Duke 8,
Navy 10.
Duke scored
again in the
third period
when halfback
Dean Wright plunged over from
the seven. He then ran over for
the 2-point conversion. In the
fourth period, halfback Billy
Reynolds kicked a 35-yard field
goal after another Navy fumble. As the final gun sounded
vaunted Navy had lost to Duke
19-10.
The Blue Devils now have a 6-1
over-all record having lost only to

mighty Michigan 31-6 early in the
season. Duke's Blue Devils will
play host to Wake Forest's "terrible" Demon Deacons this week
in an ACC contest.
North Carolina State held down
second place last Saturday afternoon, keeping, a 6-2 over-all record, by beating Wake Forest 1412 The game was long speculated
to be an aerial one, but the Winston-Salem fans saw N. C. State
keep its feet well on the ground.
Wake Forest now rides in fifth
place in conference standings with
a 2-5 over-all record.
Clemson
well - satisfied a
Homecoming Day crowd Saturday in what is said to be its
best game of the season. The
Tigers blanked the University of

Clemson
Furman
Maryland
Wake Forest
N. C. State
G. Washington
Minnesota
Ohio State
Pittsburgh
Penn State
Nav

Tennessee
N'western
Alabama
Kentucky
TCU

Syracuse
Georgia
Missouri

North Carolina 24-0, with Bill
McGuirt scoring two of the Tiger touchdowns. Thus the Clemson Tigers climbed back into the
win column at North Carolina's
expense.
The key play in the Clemson
win Saturday, said N. C. State
coach, was when Shingler completed a pass from the N. C.
State 19 to Gary Barnes who ran
the ball to the Tar Heel one-yard
line. It was this play that kept
the Tigers going to their first
touchdown; after this the Tar
Heels faded and lost. This gave
Clemson an over-all record of 4-3
for the year and N. C. State a
1-6 record.
Last week the Gamecocks of
South Carolina
were "plowed*
(Continued on Page 6)

Welcome Clemson-Carolina
Fans And Students

Holbrook's Restaurant
"We specialize in Southern Fried
Chicken, Steaks, Chops, and
Seafood."
Located North of Anderson at Intersection of
Greenville Highway and Highway 29 By-Pass
(Near Southerner Motel).
TELEPHONE CAnal 5-5747

PIGHEAD

Colorado

Duke Holds ACC Lead; NC State
Takes Second; Carolina Is Sixth

Addition Of New Blood
Boosts Tennis Outlook
By BOBBY COWSERT
Tiger Sports Writer
During the next fours year
a vast improvement should
be
seen by the Clemson College tennis team. In the past, tennis has
not been too prominent here at
Clemson. This was due to the
lack of coaching, lack of interest,
and lack of material.
Over the past two
years,
however, tennis has been on a
steady rise. The primary reason for this was the hiring of
a very talented coach, Leslie
Longshore. Coach Longshore
has been playing tennis since
early in life, and is experienced in teaching, writing,
and
participating in the sport. He
graduated from Tulane in 1953.
The squad of 1960 finsihed 3-11
behind Bob Burns and Bill Cooper. Burns, the number one man,
made an excellent showing
in
battling his way to the semi-finals of the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament last April.
In the first round he defeated
Leonard Graham of Duke, and
in the third round bumped off
Jim Griffin of Duke. In meeting defending champion, Bill Cullen of Wake Forest, in the semifinals, Burns found a little more
than he could handle while losing 2-6, 11-13.
Other players in this tournament from Clemson were John
Nutt, Bobby Dyon, Frank Holroyd, Wingate Sikes, and Cooper.
This spring it looks as if lack
of naterial and depth will hurt
the Tigers once again. Leading
the returning netmen will
be
Burns. Behind Burns will
be
Nutt, Sikes, Bo Shaw, and two
sophomores Roy Strickland and
George Christopher. These boys
played well as Clemson freshmen
and should be above average varsity men.
While the outlook for the 1961
team is not too bright, Coach
Longshore should be able to
claim one of the strongest freshmen squads m the ACC and
the Southeast. Certainly it will
be the strongest freshman team
that Clemson has ever courted.
While recruiting this past sumer, Longshore came up with

SNAVELY

Clemson OT*r USC
Furman orer Richmond
Mmrylmnd orer UNC
Duke orer Wake Forest
NC State over Aril. State
G. Washington over VPI
Minnesota over Purdue
Iowa over Ohio State
Pittsburgh ©Ter Army
Penn State over Holy Cross
Navy over Virginia
Mississippi over Tennessee
Mich State over Northwestern
Ga. Tech over Alabama
Kentucky over Xavier
Texas over TCU
Syracuse over Colgate
Georgia over Auburn
Kansas over Colorado
Missouri over Oklahoma

Clemson's Tigers, reeling from three straight losses
to Maryland, Duke, and Vanderbilt, could do little
wrong and smashed the University of North Carolina
last Saturday 24-0. It was Homecoming in Death Valley and the Tigers gave the 35,000 some odd fans something to cheer about by soundly trouncing the Tar
Heels. North Carolina won the toss, but elected to
kick off with a strong wind at their backs. Elliot kicked off and Anderson returned the short kick to the
Clemson 23. The Tigers rushed for one first down but
on third and eight Scrudato fumbled and Riggs recovered for Carolina on the Clemson 28.
It looked like real trouble for
the Tigers, but Clemson's line
rose up and threw the
Tar
Heels for two losses. On fourth
down a Farris pass was intercepted by Pavilack on the 14.
Clemson moved the ball to the
Clemson 32 but was forced to
punt.
Carolina took over on the N. C.
40 and moved down the field. A
field goal by Elliot from the 25
failed and Clemson took over
The Tigers again couldn't move
and punted to the Tar Heels who
punted back as the first quarter
ended. The score was 0-0 with
Clemson ahead.
Clemson took over on the
12
and moved to the N. C. 42 before
Werntz punted into the end zone.
North Carolina punted back and
the Tigers started their
first
touchdown drive. They moved 55
yards, with McGuirt going over
from the one. Armstrong's kick
was good and the Tigers led 7-0
at the half.
Elliot kicked to Shingler who
returned to the Clemson
23.
with 9:10 left on the clock in
the third quarter.
Armstrong kicked off and N. C.
was forced to punt. Clemson took
over on the Clemson 36 and
and marched 64 yards to score.
The big gainers in the drive were
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Richmond
UNC
Wake Forest
Arizona St.
G-

Washington
PURDUE
Ohio State
Pittsburgh
Holy Cross
Virginia
Mississippi
N'western
Alabama
Xavier
TCU
Colgate
Georgia
Colorado
Oklahoma

STETSON
HATS

The
IVY LEAGUE
As the name implies ...
young, alert and fashionable. This superbly designed
center-crease is the basic
hat for men of all ages.
The trim, tapered crown
and modern narrow brim
with overwelt edge mark
you as a man who knows
and appreciates the finest.
Available in the newest
Fall shades.

*11.95

Stone
Brothers
Greenville, S. C.

YOU MAY RECEIVE A LIFE-SIZED
AUTOGRAPHED PORTRAIT OF
DftTRQoD-UNLESS YOU ACT NOW!
Hurry! Rush out now and buy a pack of Luckies! Smoke
them quickly! Send the empty pack to Dr. Frood. If you
do it now—Frood guarantees not to send you this photo.

Engineers and scientists who will
achieve Bachelor of Science or higher
degrees by January or June of 1961
are invited to ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with an engineering representative
of the DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY on
December 72 & 73, 7960

Scholar dollars
travel farther
with SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENTFACULTY
DISCOUNTS
Save on the going prices
of going places at
Sheraton Hotels.
Your Sheraton card gets
you special save-money rates
on singles and greater savings
per person when you share a
room with one, two or three
mends. Generous group rates
arranged for athletic teams,
clubs and college clans
on-the-go.
Send for your Sheraton
Student I.D. Card or
Faculty Guest Card with
credit privileges. Please tell
us where you are a student
or full-time faculty member
when you write to:
MR. PAT GREEN
College Relations Dept.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston 10, Mass.

America's most exciting space and defense projects, including SATURN, SKYBOLT and
MISSILEER—and others of like importancehave created outstanding long range opportunities at Douglas in the following fields:
Electrical
Electronics
Mechanical
Chemical
Aeronautical
Metallurgical

Welding
Engineering Mechanics
Physics
Mathematics
Astronomy
Astro-Physics

spA^M^

Openings exist at Douglas locations in Santa
Monica and El Segundo, California and Charlotte, North Carolina.
If you are a U.S. citizen who will earn a
qualifying degree, please contact your placement office for an appointment. If unable to do
so, write to Mr. C. C. LaVene,

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd. Santa Monica, California |

THIS IS NO IDLE THREAT! Dr. Frood portraits will be mailed at random beginning November 15.
Only students who send us empty Lucky packs will be safe! TAKE NO CHANCES! Mail those
empty packs today. Send them, with your name and address, to Dr. Frood, Box 299Q, Grand Central
Station, New York 17, New York.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
©«*«*

Product of Ufter J¥meMe<m.J(^ee<)^<M>ruuKM^ tjv&afxo- hour middle namg'
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Olson Picks Bengals
To Take Poor Chickens
By BOBBY COWSERT
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson College is being represented by some of its finest
students this fall on the football
field. While the record stands
at a mediocre four wins and three
losses, the squad is always full
of pep and spirit, and provides
many a thrill for its spectators.
This being the eve of the first
"Solid Saturday," I feel as if it
would be appropriate to devote
this column to a player who
has been on the Tiger team for
three years and is a real veteran of these clashes between
Clemson and the University of
South Carolina.
Dave Olson, a 6'2", 210 pound
senior from Decatur, Georgia, has
been one of the mainstays up
front and is considered one of the
steadiest players on the squad.
While in high school, Dave participated in baseball as a pitcher
and also was a member of the
track team. He comprised quite
an excellent record on the mound
for his school, and his biggest
thrill came from the diamond instead of the gridiron.
Olson relates the story in this
way: "After loading the bases
on three consecutive walks, I got
the next three on strikes and
went on to win by a shut-out."
Also ranking high in his high

over the past three years will
prove it. At the present, Olson is
on the second first team, playing
at right guard, and really helps
make this position strong.
His biggest thrill while at Clemson is not the trip to the Sugar
Bowl or the victory over TCU in
in the Bluebonnet Bowl, but is
the last quarter of the Vanderbilt
game two years ago when Clemson snatched the victory from
the clutches of the Commodores
with just nine seconds remaining.
Up to now, Dave considers
Duke the toughest team which the
Tigers have faced, but believes
that the team should still be undefeated.
As for the Carolina game, he
remarks: "It's going to be a
tough game because when these
two schools get together it's not
going to be tag football. But,
they'll never take the Tigers
in "Death Valley."
Dave feels confident that we
will end up with a very commendable 7-3 record and still sees
a faint glimmer of a bowl trip.
However, he stresses the word,
"faint," strongly.
Since this is his last year of
football, Olson thinks he might
give baseball another crack this
spring. If so, he will certainly be
an asset to the fine baseball team
that Clemson is expected to have.

Dave Olson

Battlefield For The 'Solid South'
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'Bonnie Banks' To Receive
Hall Of Fame Award Saturday

The skinny youngster who went triculated at Clemson in the fall
from the dimly lit streets of of 1936 from his little communiGreat Falls to the Towers of the ty of Great, Falls that he was to
Waldorf will be honored Saturday become the greatest athlete the
in ceremonies before the kickoff State of South Carolina ever proof the Clemson-South Carolina duced and be ranked among the
game.
nation's immortals.
Although Banks McFadden was He was bounced around during
officially presented his Football his sophomore year and saw limHall of Fame award in New York ited action. In 1938, his junior
last December before the elite of year, he had a total offense of
the sports world, he has never 511 yards and the following seabeen recognized before "his fans" son he sparked Clemson to the
for this high honor.
Cotton Bowl with his great runSince the largest crowd ever ning, passing, punting and deto witness a football game in fensive play;
South Carolina is expected here
He gained 992 yards running
Saturday; and since the fans and passing his senior year but
that annually watch this Tiger- the thing that made him great
Gamecock battle are the most was his punting. He averaged
rabid in the world; and since 43.5 yards a kick on 65 boots
McFadden is now in his fifth — still a Clemson record.
Aerial view of the largest stadium in the ACC, Cfcmson's Memorial Stadium. Note the new
addition of 55000 endzone seats bringing 'Death, Valley' capacity to approximately 44000 year of scouting the GameLargely on the strength of the
permanent seats. East bank seating further increases capacity by an additional 8000 seats. cocks, it seemed only fitting Clemson tailback's defensive left
that McFadden should be honor- half play in the Cotton Bowl
(Tiger Sports Photo).
ed for his great accomplish- against undefeated Boston Colments at this game.
lege, Clemson won that game,
Dr. Robert C. Edwards, Pres- 6-3, and McFadden still rates a
dent of Clemson, will present berth on the all-time Cotton
the Hall of Fame award to Mc- Bowl team.
Fadden in ceremonies beginning
He made nearly all of the reat 1:45 p.m.
cognized Ail-American teams that
Little did anyone-Banks includ- season. However, "Bonnie Banks'
ed — realize that when he ma- considers being voted the most
By ROBERT BERGER
be successful? The most impor- home, Dec. 10-Davidson-home,
Tiger Sports Writer
tant attribute is desire; desire to Dec. 16 - Maryland - College
Coach Carl McHugh of Clem- keep improving and possessing a Park, Dec. 17-Virginia - Charson's swimming team thinks "will to win". A swimmer needs lottesville, Jan. 6 - Duke-home,
more of water than do most fish. good coordination, the will to Jan. 28-Ga. Tech-Atlanta, Feb.
Coach McHugh has loved swim- force himself to do a little more 3-N. C. State-Raleigh, Feb. 4ming all of his life and was an than he thinks he can, and the N.C. - Chapel Hill, Feb. 10excellent swimmer at Clemson as ability to recover and be ready Wake Forrest - home, Feb. 15
Emory-home, and Feb. 23, 24,
a student. He was a member of to go again.
Members of the varsity squad 25,-ACC Conference Meet - Ralswimming squads in his junior
and senior years that lost only expected to win the most points eigh.
— Beat Carolina —
one match each and was captain are Captain Joel Vaccaro
Harry
Farehand
of the team in his senior year, (crawl),
(breaststroke), Paul Goodson
1936.
Bill
Bagwell
Mr. McHugh
became head (backstroke),
(Continued from Page 4)
coach of the team after returning (crawl), Waldo Phinney (divHall is a 6 foot guard who can
here from the Navy in 1946. He ing), and Carlos de Navarro
dunk the ball. He specializes in
succeeded his former coach, Mr. who will become eligible for long shots from outside.
the
varsity
in
January.
The
Holtzendorf, who is presently
Playing a forward will be Nick
YMCA secretary. The swimming other members of the varsity Malasnovich from Youngstown,
squad
include
Jerry
Wempe
team of 1954 did quite well and
Carl
Norton Ohio, who is 6'2" and averaged
the team of 1955 was fairly good, (backstroke),
Mike
McDevitt 30 points a game his senior year
but since then the swimming (crawl),
(crawl),
and
Phil
Shidler
(back- in high school. He is a fine allteams have been on the decline.
around player who can play unstroke
and
butterfly).
The main reason for this wane
der the basket or outside with
Top
freshman
prospects
in
adis the lack of interest shown by
equal skill.
dition to de Navarro are Chris
potentially good swimmers.
Mike Phillips, another
boy
Witaszek (individual relay), Phil from Pennsylvania has a soft
Coach McHugh had this to Levine (crawl), Peter Davenport
say about the team: "We need (individual medley), and William push shot and will add to the
(^^) and
men out who will go through a Leverette (crawl). Charles Mc- team's firepower. Tommy Risher, a 6 foot guard will also add
period of boredom and physi- Clure (crawl), Albert
Luiz strength to the team. The freshcal strain, but soon swimming (crawl), and Steve Carter (crawl)
becomes a pleasure. It is not make up the remainder of what men also have one more big man,
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
too late to come out for the seems to be a strong frosh team. 6'5" Gary Berneski from Pittsburg. He has a nice jump shot and
team and you need no previous
Students interested in joining drives well for a big man.
experience."
the team can come down to the With all these fine prospects, it
'We have some fine swimmers pool from 4:30 to :30 P.M. Mon- looks as if Clemson's basketball
who may win many first places, day-Friday. All swimmers eat at outlook may rise in the next few
Telephone CAnal 4-3443
but we need some men who will the training table and the main years. It certainly should be a
work hard and possibly win some qualification is that you like to good season for the freshmen.
— Beat Carolina —
seconds and thirds. Last year, we swim. Much credit is deserved
won eight first places in a match by the swimmers who give their
and lost it because of too few time for Clemson College. It is
" -<"-' < :::--:'^T^^;^
swimmers. However, interest hoped that more of the students
seems up somewhat this year and will participate for the swimming
we should have a better team team here at Tiger Town.
than in the past four years."
The 1960-61 swimming schedWhat does a swimmer need to ule is as follows: Dec. 5-USC-

Tiger Tank Team Sees Brighter
Future With Stronger Swimmers

DAN'S

Roundbalfers

Will Be Open
ALL NIGHT
FRIDAY

valuable by his teammates in 1939
as his highest award.
Just as he was great in football, so was his fame spread
among the basketball halls.' He
made All-Southern three straight
years and was named Ail-American for the 1938-39 basketball sea:'
son, his junior year.
In track he ended his collegiate
career at the state track meet
by setting three state records:
the low hurdles, the high hurdles and the broad jump — in.
one afternoon. The latter two still,'
stand after 16 state meets and
the high hurdle mark was not
broken until 1957.
For his successes in football, ,
basketball and track, McFadden was chosen the "Nation's .
most versatile athlete" for the
1939-40 school year.
Today Banks serves as defen- •
sive backfield coach of the Tigers after coming up through
the ranks as freshman football
coach and head coach in basketball, track and cross country.
— Beat Carolina —

BEAT
CAROLINA
But You Can't Beat
The Clothes
from

Abbott's Men's Shop
For Quality, Style,
or Price.
SUGGESTIONS
• Suits
• Sports Coats
• Top Coats

Thanks For Your Patronage ...

Southerner Hotel Court

km&^
v*i

James P. Trowbridge, Jr., Mgr.

•chool career is his All-State se- Upon graduation from Tigerlection at Southwest Dekalb as town next June, Dave plans to
a top flight lineman on the foot- work on his Master's degree here
at Clemson. After which, he plans
ball team.
Upon graduation from . high to fulfill miliatary obligation and
school, Dave had offers to four then go into life's vocation. He is
other major colleges; the Uni- ja civil engineer major.
Dave Olson is a real credit to
versity of Georgia, Georgia
Tech, Auburn, and the Univer- our college and the student body
sity of South Carolina. When is very proud of him along with
asked how he happened to the other members of the team.
choose Clemson over the others, Best of luck tomorrow, and:
— Beat Carolina —
he says: "With an uncle and
two brothers having entered
Clemson, what else could I do.
"It is considered one of the
(Continued from Page 5)
best engineering schools in the under" by a LSU team 35-6.
South and also a fine place to This gave the Gamecocks a 1-5
play football. There are not record for the 1960 season. (It
many big football schools which won't be much better after this
have the closeness of coaches weekend.)
and players that Clemson has."
— Beat Carolina —
So on to the hills he came, and
since the very first day that Dave
Olson set foot on this campus, he
has made a great name
for
himself. During his first two
years here, Dave threw the discus for the track team in addition to playing football.
The pigskin sport is his best,
however, and his performances

DUKE

The Magnificent
Seven"
Yul Bryner
Steve McQueen
In Technicolor

MON. - TUES.
NOV. 14 - 17

"Psycho"
Janet Leigh
Anthony Perkins
Ulor Mites
No One Admitted
After Show Starts
Time: 3-5-7-9

For Those Who Care
Enough To Give or
Wear' The Best

M£

IS0M

1Bo>

CLEMSON - SENECA

EL DORADO RESTAURANT
PRUITT SHOPPING CENTER

Anderson, South Carolina

JACK SAVED HIS COMPANY $10,000
ON HIS FIRST ASSIGNMENT

SENECA, S. C.

rr

• Raincoats

, ,

;OCONEE :
:THEATRE:
FRI. - SAT.
NOV. 10- 12

• Sweaters

Tried
Regular
Fil er
i
o Tried
Cigarettes?
other
Menthol
Cigarettes? *

While Jack Trabert was in college he had
some definite career ideas. He knew what he
wanted—a job with a payoff for good judgment
and hard work.
With a B.S. in Business Administration from
the University of Nebraska, Jack knew he could
look in many directions. And he did. He talked
to 20 companies. And then in August, 1957,
joined Northwestern Bell, in Omaha, Nebraska.

NOW! Come Up... All The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC

His chance to show what he could do was
not long in coming. On his first assignment Jack
came up with answers that made it possible to
handle long distance calls made at night in the
Omaha area with less force and equipment than
was needed under the old system. This resulted
in a $10,000 annual saving.
Next, Jack worked on a training .and devel-

of KOOL!
When your taste tells you
it's time for a change,
remember: Only Kool—
no regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarettegives you real Menthol Magic!

opment program for "mark sensing"—a new
method for mechanized processing of long distance charges.
Today, Jack has an important role in planning and developing telephone facilities to keep
pace with Omaha's ever-increasing need for long
distance services.
Jack puts it this way—"If a guy can keep
his average up, there are places to go in this
outfit. A man doesn't have to wait around for
opportunity to knock—he has all he can handle
right from the start."
If you want a job in which you're given a chance
to show your stuff, and held strictly accountable for
your decisions, right from the start—then you'll
want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and additional information.

YOU FEEL A
NEW SMOOTHNESS
DEEP IN YOUR THROAT!

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men
we can possibly find."
FREDERICK E. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

©t»«0, BKOWN * WIlttAMSON T08ACCO CORPORATION

THE MARK OF QUALITY IN TOBACCO PRODUCTS

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Letters To Tom

WEEKEND TRAFFIC MAY
INTEFERE WITH PLANS

Parking Problem Solved

Students Praise
Tiger Contents

r t

All traffic entering Clemson will
be routed to the stadium parking
lots due to the large number of
cars that will be on campus this
j weekend, after 10 a.m. Saturday
! morning.
Students are asked to make
their plans in accordance with
this so they will not be caught
off campus at this time and end
up far from their desired destination on campus.
— Beat Carolina —

the above mentioned organizaDear Tom:
We thought last week's Tiger tions have received honorariums
had some interesting- thought-pro- in the past, unless they did as
The Tiger staff last year and
voking articles in it.
We were particularly interest- spent all of their funds on the
ed in the last three paragraphs product, thus leaving no money
of Angus McGregor's column for honorariums. As honorariums
■which referred to the "Easter are supported partially if not en
Bowl." We completely agree with tirely by student funds (Taps and
his remarks and think that his The Tiger receive a small amount
analogy, "Clemson — a beau- of each student's activity fee)
(Continued from Page 1)
tiful, shiny academic apple with we think the amounts of these
ah athletic worm beginning to honorariums should be published
and the Bengals seem to be on
eat away at its core" was excel- in The Tiger.
the road to a 7-3 record for the
Ken Montgomery '61
season.
lent. While we are proud of our
J. C. Nelson '61
athletic teams, our primary purThe Tiger team will be led by
— Beat Carolina —
pose in coming to Clemson is for
Co-captains Lowndes Shingler
academic reasons.
and Dave Lynn. Shingler, who
When thinking of the Athletic
picked up 174 yards on total ofAssociation, one inevitably thinks
fense last week against UNC,
(Continued from Page 1)
of their "monopoly in the basewill be backed up by second unit
ment." commonly called the Book the Clemson campus. We feel that
signal caller
Joe Anderson.
Store. We think it would be a this is a long needed occasion
Rounding out the quarterback
great help to Clemson academi- on which we at Clemson will have
reserve for the Bengals are
cally, if profits from the book- the
Johnnie Mac Goff and Don Hei
chance to
show
you
store where used for academic our campus and our mannerisms
lig.
scholarship. This would carry "I urge everyone to enter this
Clemson will be deep at the
through the academic purpose of first "Solid Saturday" with
a
ends with Gary Barnes and Sam
students purchasing text books feeling of enthusiasm and warm
Anderson as the probable startand supplies at the Book Store. friendship that will continue
ers at that position. Ron Andreo
The article by the CDA mem- throughout the coming years."
Military Clemson required w-i-d-e halls. To prove this fact the boys on hall A-6 decided to will start at center and he will
bers also interested us. We were
Phil Kennedy, president of help solve the Clemson campus parking problem and park this Volkswagen blocking the be backed up by Jack Veronee.
glad to find how the financial af- Blue Key, said that he is also "Hall Mama's" room. Even the owner of the car, Harold Carter, was shocked to open the The big men in the Tiger line
fairs of the CDA are handled. glad that through Blue Key door of this room and find his car being motivated toward him. As a matter of fact, the are tackles Jimmy King and
boys wanted something to remember this occasion; consequently, the Volkswagen was made Ronnie "Tank" Osborne with
If the CDA is interested in gain- Dance relationships between the
King at 250 and Osborne at 280.
to squeal a wheel before leaving! (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford)
ing the confidence of the stu- two schools have bettered
The full back slot will be held
dents concerning their financial through the years.
down by ACC leading scorer Bill
affairs, a good method would be "I would like to take this opMcGuirt and Ron Scrudato. In
to publish financial statements af- portunity to express the CDA's
(Continued from Page 1)
the halfback position, Matthews
ter each dance in The Tiger as appreciation for the wonderful1
volved. Each of these items and Pavilack will be the main
was done for a couple of dances cooperation that we received from
counted 10 points. The three top work horses with Coleman,
as 1957.
the student body during the Homewinners received a total of Black, and Lam in reserve. EdWe think students in organiza- coming dances. It appeared that
tions such as CDA, Taps, and everyone had a most enjoyable We would like to take this op- Tigerama has improved in the twenty-seven, twenty-six, and die Werntz will be the punting
The Tiger should receive hono- time," said Dick.
portunity to thank everyone con- four years that it has been on twenty-five points respectively. specialist and Lonnie Armstrong
will kick the point after TD as
rariums, or better still, a speci- Dress for the dance tomorrow cerned for their support of Tiger- campus and we think that in the
fied amount for their work as is informal. Cost of tickets is ama this year. We feel that we future, if it continues to progress Displays were judged Saturday well as the kick offs. Finishing
some of the jobs on these organi- set at $2.50 per couple accord- received fine participation from as it has, it will become a well- morning before the Homecoming out the forward wall will be
guards Dave Lynn and Dave
zations require a great deal of ing to Blue Key officials.
the students in the skits and in known feature of Clemson Col- game between 10 and 12 o'clock Olson with West and Gue on the
time. Senior staff members of'
— Beat Carolina —
the general production of the lege.
Judges were Dr. Davis of the alternate unit.
show. Our deepest thanks go to Again, we express our sincer- agricultural education
depart- The game should prove to be
the students who worked behind est appreciation to each and
the scenes. The real success of | every student who participated ment, Mr. Steadman of the spectacular for the first 'Solid
Department, and Mr Saturday' clash between the
and attended Tigerama. It was English
Tigerama belongs to them.
Tigers and Gamecocks. "When
We urge each student to begin our pleasure to be connected with Hunter of the architecture depart- the Gamecocks and Tigers meet,
thinking of ways to improve the it.
ment.
the whole state takes sides and
Bubbie Corley
show for next year. The success
there's not an inch of neutral
Commenting
on
the
Homecom» drew approx- first runner-up to Miss Tigerama. ^ Tigerama depends on you —
Phil Kennedy
ground
from Hog Back Mountain
taately 35,000 people to the Clem- Other members of the Tigerama the students. We believe that
ing displays, Mike Best. ChairThe Directors
son College campus last weekend. court were Wilma Bonham, eduman of the Council of Club Pres- to the Atlantic Ocean."
— Beat Carolina —
— Beat Carolina —
Activities held included
the cation sophomore from Chesnee;
idents, had these words. "I am
fourth annual Tigerama, the Anne Sherman, sophomore eduwell pleased with the number of i
Roves I Knights
Homecoming dances sponsored by cation major of Clemson; and Dihomecoming displays. It was
(Continued from Page 1)
CDA and the football game be- ane Vaughn, chemical engineerextremely difficult for the judges BOB SAYS:
"It
is
evident
from
the
sale
of
(Continued from Page 1)
tween the University of North ing freshman from Baltimore, Md.
to come to a decision, for there
We Have
tickets
that
our
first
attempt
to
Carolina and Clemson.
Winning first place in acts in provide social entertainment at sued several maps of incoming were so many displays that were
South
During the Homecoming dance Tigerama was the Naturals, a Clemson will be a great success and outgoing routes to Clemson in very good.
Carolina's
Friday night, the Taps beauties vocal group led by Fred Hughes; tonight." said Bill Schachte. "A hopes to remedy the prevalent
Mike added, "I would like to I
and Homecoming Queen were pre- second place went to Jerry Raz, few tickets are still available and traffic situation. Three parking thank all organizations that par- ;
Greatest
sented to the Clemson student an aeeordian player; and tak- may be obtained through frater- lots near the station will be avail- ticipated in the event. It helped I
Selection of
able along with other spaces
body. Diane Taff of Myrtle Beach ing third place was another nity members."
around the campus. Also, some make Homecoming a more coland Atlanta, representing Beta \ocal group, the Tiger Tones.
Thre
fraternities
have
been
200
highway patrolmen will be on orful and eventful affair."
Tau Sigma, was selected to reign The last official function of the
over Homecoming festivities as! Homecoming weekend was the designated specific staffs: Sig- hand to help direct traffic.
In comparison to the previous j
— Beat Carolina —
| Queen.
Saturday night dance held in the ma Kappa Epsilon, decorations;
year, there were approximately;
fifteen Homecoming displays addThe Taps beauties chosen were dining room. Richard Maltby and Numeral Society, party arrangePatsy Godwin of Lake City and his orchestra played for the CDA ments; and Sigma Alpha Zeta,
ing to the weekend. The display
publicity.
of American Institute of ArchiColumbia College, representing sponsored affair from 8-12.
"If the dance is a success, we
(Continued from Page 5)
tects won the first prize. Second
Delta Kappa Alpha; Susan Bo— Beat Carolina —
wie from Piedmont and Winsee no reason why it can not be | they will be the most valuable and third place Winners WE
throp College, sponsoring Tiger
American Dairy Science Associacontinued as a traditional func- to the teams,
Brotherhood; and Linda Driggtion with the added possibility of[ ciemson's tennis future should tion and Iota Lambda Sigma reers, of Hartsville and Winthrop
Carolina joining with the Clemson i be much brighter over the next spectively.
College, representing Numeral
— Beat Carolina —
IFC operating on a home and five years, and they will be defSociety.
Two signs have been erected at home basis," said BUI.
inite contenders for the Atlantic
Also, Jane Cullum, from Green- the head of the bumming line by This dance is the first of such Coast Conference championsip. At
wood and Columbia College, spon- Sigma Kappa Epsilon. One sign events, and if successful 'IFC.least this seems to be a favorsoring Sigma Alpha Zeta; Har- reads "Anderson Riders" and the plans to sponsor other dances able outlook for the future sucriet Spears of Winthrop College, other "Greenville Riders."
\ during the year, including
a: cess of our Tiger netmen. WATCH
representing the Forestry Club; The fraternity feels that these' sweetheart dance next semester, j OUT, UNC!
and Ginger Huff of Furman Uni- signs, erected as a project, wffl|
— Beat Carolina —
— Beat Carolina —
versity, sponsoring the Tiger help alleviate the confused situation of drivers not knowing where
Band.
Judging for Homecoming dis- riders are going. Students wantEVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
plays was held Saturday morning. ing rides in the direction of either
T Winning first place was the Anderson or Greenville should
American Ceramic Society. Iota stand behind their respective
[Lambda Sigma took second prize signs.
and third place went to Ameri- Sigma Kappa Epsilon also had
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
can Society of Mechanical Engi- a display in front of Hardin Hall
during Homecoming week-end.
( neers.
20 Billfold Prints From Any Picture Or Negative For $1.20
Tigerama was held on Friday During the intermission of the
105 E. Whitner St.
Phone CAnal 4-0707
evening in Memorial Stadium with Friday night dance, the fraternity
approximately 10,000 persons in held a drop-in in the lounge of
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
attendance. Margaret Thompson, 5th barracks for their members
freshman arts and sciences ma- and guests.
— Beat Carolina —
jor from Anderson, was crowned
by Nancy Edwards Newman as!
Miss Tigerama 1960.
Joan Miller, sophomore education coed of Walhalla, was select-1
ed by the students of Clemson as

Death Valley

BLUE KEY

Tigerama Directors Express
Thanks For Student Interest

Judges Award Crown
To Miss Diane Taff

GAMECOCK

ADDITION

Thumbing Line
Now Has Signs

JUDGES

WSBF Program Schedule
600 On Your Dial
NOVEMBER 11 - NOVEMBER 18
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Sunday Cavalcade
Songtime

9:00
10:00

The NewSound
Seranade In
Blue
Sunday Cavalcade
News

10:30
11:00
11:15
2:00
2:05
4:00

Sunday Cavalcade
Allegro

5:00 Jive At Five

Allegro

Jive At Five

5:30 Records At
Random
6:00 Records At
Random
6:15 Records At
Random
7:00 Records At
Random
7:05 Records At
Random
7:30 Records At
Random
7:55 News

Records At
Random
Records At
Reserved For
Random
You
Records At
Bandstand
Random
Jazz - New
News
Records At
Orleans Style
Random
Jazz - New
Twilight Time Records At
Orleans Style
Random
Night Train
Twilight Time Records At
Random
Night Train
Twilight Time News

8:00 Concert Hall

Night Train

9:00 All Kinds of
Music
9:15 Stardust

Steve Lawrence Manhattan
Show
Melodies
Night Train
Evergreens

Guest Star

Night Train

News

News

11:05 Nightbeat

Night Train

Nightbeat

Nightbeat

12:00 Nightbeat

Sign Off

1:00

Allegro

Sign Off

TUESDAY
5:00 Jive At Five
5:30 Records At
Random
:55 News
8:00 Concert Hall
9:00 Radio
Moscow
9:15 Stardust
11:00 News
11:05 Nightbeat
1:00 Sign Off

WEDNESDAY
Jive At Five
Records At
Random
Ne
Concert Hall
Stars For
Defense
Stardust
News
Nightbeat
Sign Of*

Twilight Time

Concert Hall

Stardust

Nightbeat
Sign Off

Sign Off

THURSDAY
Jive At Five
Records At
Random

Same As
Friday Above

Concert Hall
Highway
Reports
Stardust
News
Nightbeat
Sign Off

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

TIGER TAVERN
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House

OPEN 9:30 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
* Sandwiches * Newsstand
HORACE C. RHODES
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Dial CAnal 4-3763
307 Concord Road

^ New Homes

ANDERSON, S. C.

* Remodeling

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC

ATTENTION

GUARANTEED

For As Long As You
Own Your Car

MUFFLERS
FREE
INSTALLATION
15 Minute Service

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
We have those special, handmade, genuine leather billfolds inscribed with
"Beat Carolina" at the amazing low
price of
ONLY

k

MUFFLER
SHOPS

PLUS FED. TAX

Clemson Drug Company
"Serving You Better — Saving You More"

Get th« BEST for LISS
Get A Mido. Muffler

ttUDAS

$2.98

Phone OL 4-5057

110 N.
Murrov

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Ph. CA—
6-1028

The Ideal Place To Eat On Dance Weekends

CAPRI'S
TRY OUR

American and Italian Foods
NOW SERVING REGULAR DINNER MEALS

HIGHWAY 123 BY-PASS

CLEMSON, S. C.

JUST RECEIVED!!
New Shipments
•
•
•
•
•

London Fog Jackets
London Fog Rainwear
Bass Weejuns
Canterbury Belts
Gold Cup Socks

cawius shop
2nd floor

waiters & hiliman
clothes men like
andercon, s. e.

Its what's up front that counts
Up front is! FILTER-BLEND land only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Compinj, Wlnslon-Sa1?m, W. C.

WINSTON TASTES 60013Wke a cigarette should!
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SUSGA Holds Executive Council Conference At Clemson

Ceramic Society Wins Display Contest

SUSGA, serving the colleges
and universities of the southeastern United States, will hold an
Executive Council session on the
Clemson campus on Dec. 10, according to Bob Lawrence, vicepresident of the Clemson student body.
Southern Universities Student
Government Association (SUSGA) was organized by student
government leaders at Emory
University in Atlanta in 1954. A
constitution was drafted and ratified by six southern universities.
The charter members met at
Emory University in the spring
of 1954 for the first annual SUSGA conference and representatives from five other schools attended.
Included among the charter
members were Emory; University of Alabama; FSU; University of Georgia; Georgia Tech;
and the University of Tennessee.
Delegates from the University of
Mississippi; Mississippi State;
Mississippi Southern; N. C. State
and Auburn were at the first
conference.
The SUSGA conference has held

its annual conference each year
since 1954. However, in early 1959,
it was apparent that SUSGA was
at its lowest ebb. The chairman
called an Executive Committee
meeting to decide the organization's fate.
It was decided at this meeting to rework the Constitution
of the group and to make plans
for the annual conference. At
this sixth annual meeting, 25
southeastern schools were
represented by over 100 delegates. Auburn University was
selected as the permanent site
for the Central Office.
Since this 1959
conference,
membership, service, activity and
interest in SUSGA have been at
an all time high. The leaders of
the group feel that this meeting
opened a new era for the organization.
SUSGA exists for service only
and does not attempt to supervise
or represent its members in any
way. Because of this, the organ!
ational structure of SUSGA exists only to coordinate and plan
the activities that are carried
out as a service to member
schools.

Fare For Gourmets, Gamecock
Second Place -- lota Lamba Sigma

Third Place - ASAAE

Architecture Depi. Announces Visual Perception Exhibit
Clemson College School of Architecture opened an exhibition
entitled "Perception and Visual
Expression" on November 7 continuing through November 27.
This exhibition is designed,
through use of text, graphic analyses, reproductions and photographs, to stimulate a greater
understanding of the visual arts.
The material and display were
prepared by the Department of
Visual Design of Pratt Institute:
Brooklyn, New York.
The exhibition is touring universities and art institutions
throughout the country under
the auspices of The American
Federation of Arts. The public
is invited to see the exhibit
open Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

First section of this display
shows, by technical illustrations,
how the eye organizes visual material according to definite psychological laws.
In the second section the laws
of these visual processes
are

Friday, November 11, 196ft

applied to the experiences of
perception and expression in the
social environment. Photographs
and reproductions of works of art
are used to illustrate the ideas
expressed.
— Beat Carolina —

By CATHY INABNIT
Dietician
I. Ingredient needed in frying Carolina Gamecock. . .
1 Head Coach
2 Tackles
(You must use a whole 2 Guards
can of Frank Howard) 1 Center
6 Assistant Coaches
1 Quarterback
2 Ends
2 Halfbacks
1 Fullback
(The coach should shop for the best brands.)
II. Helpful suggestions. ...
Best time for frying is November 12.
Fry in Death Valley (they taste better that way).
If the Gamecocks are tough use some Tiger defensive tenderizer (made by Banks McFadden).
1. Show the Gamecocks some Tiger publicity in
the Clemson Daily News.
Let Howard do the talking and Bradley the
writing (Gamecocks are easier to catch
when frightened).
2. After the Gamecocks are in Death Valley, mix
a handful of Shingler (manufactured by Charlie Waller) with a handful of Barnes and Anderson, (made by Bob Jones) and give 'em a big
dose. (A handful of King or Bost may be substituted). To make sure that the mixture is
well prepared you need some Andreo. (All you
can get). Also, use one Right Halfback and one
Fullbcak to protect the Shingler while it is being poured. (Watch out 'cause this stuff is
powerful). Barnes has been on the market for
one year and Anderson and Shingler for two
years. All three have been approved by the
A. I. A. (Alumni Inspection Agency).
3. If some Gamecocks escape into Tiger territory
use some Black foot power to get 'em out.
4. The Gamecocks will probably try to retaliate,
but if you use at least 400 pounds of guard you
should be able to stop 'em. (One of the better
brands is Lynn).
5. Cut 'em up by using two tackles which will be
furnished by Wade and Smith.
6. Put the Left Halfback in the Gamecock end
zone to start the fire. (A football is needed).
McGuirt is surely the brand for this job. The
A. I. A. is putting it on the market as the top
in the country. It's the only one of its kind.
7. Now we come to the best part of all... .Use your
can of Frank Howard to finish off the Head
Gamecock, ole Giese!. . . .
8. Fry in Death Valley using Tiger oil (made by
Bill McLellan) for about two hours or until
done. (Well done that is . . .that's the way the
A. I. A. likes 'em).
9. Serve to Alumni and friend at $5.75 a plate. (If
they're fried real good you may be able to
charge $6.00).
10. Jake Penland — Gravy.
— Beat Carolina —

The chairman is the presiding
officer at the annual conference
and coordinates the activities of
SUSGA between conferences. He
is assisted by the Executive Council which is made up of a Vice
Chairman from each state where
there are member schools.
Bob Lawrence of Clemson is
a member of the Executive
Council, serving as Vice Chairman of South Carolina. There
are eight Vice Chairmen at the
present time. They are elected
by the member schools in their
state.
The chairman is elected by all
of the member schools. The Executive Secretary is appointed by
the Executive Council. He supervises the activities of the Central
Office. Three advisors make up
the Advisory Board.
One of these positions on the
Advisory Board becomes vacant
each year and a new advisor is
elected by all the member schools.
This Board attends all meetings
of the Executive Council and the
annual conference and serves in
an advisory capacity.
The purpose of SUSGA is to
serve as the medium for the ex
change of ideas. To carry out
this purpose, the organization

sponsors several yearly activities.
The annual conference is the
most important activity of SUSGA. The conference serves a s
a common meeting point for
student leaders and is conducted as a workshop for student
government. Outstanding speakers and panelists stimulate discussions among student leaders from various areas of student activity.
A year-round program of service is offered by the Central Office. A file on student government and its various activities is
maintained and information is
furnished to schools on request.

A newsletter, SUSGAGRAM, is ]
published periodically during the ]
year and provides information
for student leaders;
Workshops are conducted on
various areas of student life such
as publications; religious actixi-'l
ty; and student government and |
Greek relations by SUSGA. Often
these are held in conjunction j
with the annual conference.
Several South Carolina univer-1
sities and colleges are members
of SUSGA and various others are
planning to join the organization
soon or send observers to the |
conference.
— Beat Carolina —

We Pull For The Tigers and . ..
We're proud of our . . .

LINE UP!

CIVIL WAR
(Continued from Page 1)
Lee "one of the grandest, noblest and purest military leaders the world has ever known."
He cited humorous and tragic
incidents from the lives of several Southern and Northern leaders.
"Last of the old
fashioned
wars," the Civil War was a war
of transition. For the last time
men charged into battle as a
groi-p, generals lead their men
personally into battle, and there
was much fraternization between
men of the opposing forces.
Fraternization was a humorous
and ironic phenomenon of this
war. Dr. Wiley related the incident of the Confederate General
inspecting the trenches who discovered that a group of his men
had disappeared. After searching, the General finally found the
missing men over in the Yankee
trenches playing poker.
The Civil War was also a war
of firsts. During this war the first
ironclad ships were used, the first
submarine sunk a battleship, and
the first flame throwers, land
mines and observation ballons
were used.
Repeating rifles were also introduced for the first time in
the Civil War. The Confederates complained at first when
Yankees began to use them,
saying, "It ain't fair! You
load'em on Sunday and use'em
all week!"
In casualty rate the Civil War
was a big war. 618,000 Americans
lost their lives in this wur, whereas only 60,000 Americans have
lost their lives in other wars since
that time.
A second reason for commemorating the Civil War is because
it was a testing time for Americans. The war made unprecedented demands upon the American people, and they "came
through with shining colors."
The third reason for commemorating the Civil War is for the
good that came from it. It takes
a heap of suffering sometimes to
make a nation," stated Dr. Wiley, and modern America was
"made" as a result of the Civil
War.
— Beat Carolina —

Now We're Lined Up ... With

'SAIL-WHITE "UNDERWEAR ,
We're proud to announce that we have been
selected to sell the famous Stedman "Sail-White"
Underwear . . . Stedman is a quality underwear
that sells at a medium price ... It is guaranteed
not to shrink out of fit even after countless washings . . . All knit wear is manufactured from
100% combed cotton . . . All broadcloth is sanforized ... Only heat resistant long lasting elastic
is used . . . There is no finer underwear value at
any price . . . Stock up on Stedman, today.

Stedman Tailored T' Shirts
Men's Sizes, S, M, L, XI

Stedman Athletic Undershirts
Men's Sizes, S, M, L, XI

Stedman Brief

By Pearl S. McFall
Which is the story and history of Pickens from
1730 until 1958. Also author of "So Lives The
Dream." Order direct from PEARL S. McFALL,
Pickens, S. C

'_:

(Boxer or Gripper Style)
Men's Sizes, 28-44
$1.00.

"A
Man's

MA1P6;

Good Food - Good Service
Plenty Of Parking Area
WALTER DORN, Owner
Telephone 5-9348

$5.00

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE
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GOT
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two heads are better than one
Especially when one happens to be a delectable girl-type head.
Lovely heads are always attracted to male heads that use
'Vaseline' Hair Tonic — made specially for men who use water
with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline* Hair Tonic's 100% pure grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. In the bottle and on
your hair the difference is clearly there! Just a little does a lot!
IVSCUAK J-

J*

ifsctt/ut IT*

VASELINE

Store

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

501 North Main Street

1/iceroysgotiL
at both ends

$ .95

Stedman Broadcloth Shorts

ANDERSON, S. C.

"It Happened In Pickens County"

$ .85

Men's Sizes, 28-46

HOT SH0PPE DINER
"

$1.00

